
Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background Study 

In Sri Lanka, demand for electricity has been rapidly increasing over recent years. 

Annual gross electricity generation in Sri Lanka has reached I O,OOOG Wh margin 

while the ma~i.mum demand is over 1900 MW. Major electrification programmes 

implemented by the government owned utility Ceylon Electricity Board (CEB) has 

resulted in the proportion of grid connected household in the country increasing from 

6% in 1976 to 83% in 2007. Over 4 million consumers are benefited by electricity in 

the country at present. With foreign aid, the government has initiated special projects 

such as Lighting Hambantota, Lighting Ratnapura, etc. to accelerate the rate of 

electrification in areas presently having comparably low level of electrification. 

In the circumstances CEB as the utility has to make appropriate strategies to ensure 

sufficient reliability and the quality of the supply to its vast number of consumers in a 

background of an energy crisis and other financial go downs experienced currently. 

Sri Lanka's Electricity generation is mainly sourced by hydroelectric power and 

thermal power. Over the recent years CEB has faced severe capacity shortages due to 

the drop in reservoir water levels. Power sector in Sri Lanka was in crisis due to 

inadequate new power generation capacity additions and sub optimal usage of fuel 

sources for power generation. The problems manifested in the form of chronic power 

shortages led to procurement of expensive emergency power generation capacity. This 

created a structural financial deficit in the power sector and unsustainable tariffs that 

weakened the competitiveness of local industries. 

The government having initiated strong developments in many sectors including 

infrastructure nevelopment and production proce~s, the adverse situation in the power 

sector could directly affect and decelerate the country's development processes. In the 

circumstances it is now seen that vital decisions are being taken and implemented to 

overcome this situation. Implementation of mass hydro power plants to the available 

potential and high capacity thermal plants including coal & HFO is fundamental in 

this regard. In addition, significant capacity of renewable power has been absorbed to 

the system. In general, renewable energy in Sri Lanka is low in cost. 
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In the transmission sector more Grid substations and transmission lines are being 

constructed to widen and strengthen the transmission network. Majority of the existing 

grid substations are being augmented and facilitated with modem GIS technology. 

Another vital aspect in overcoming the crisis is the energy loss reduction. Special 

concern has been made on reducing the distribution losses in the network which exist 

at a high rate. This includes technical & non-technical loss reduction. With the special 

initiatives taken the distribution losses have been significantly reduced over the past 

few years and will be discussed in later chapters. 

It is evident that these measures have positively contributed to make a significant 

impact to overcome the problems in power sector. However further attempts in this 

regard is yet required. Therefore is a vital requirement to come out with new strategies 

with more engineering considerations. 

1.2 Motivation 

Analysis on few salient items as described in the background study was selected as the 

matter of study under this research. A successful result will be useful for the utility to 

be adopted for its planning process. 'Inclusion of the Embedded Generation (EG) in 

the distribution network and the impact of these on distribution losses' was selected 

for the analysis. 

Investment & development of embedded power plants connected to the national grid 

has been significantly increased over the past few years. Foreseeing probable crisis in 

the system due to capacity shortages, government encouraged private sector 

entrepreneurs for investment on EG. It is identified as a high-return investment for the 

investors due to the provision of an attractive tariff scheme for EG. More effectively it 

is an environment friendly, cheap and convenient source of electrical energy for the 

utility, when compared to other base plants of generating electricity. 

As the System Planning Engineer attached to Uva province of CEB, design of grid 

interconnection for the absorption of embedded power plants (especially small hydro 

plants) to the national grid is one of requirements from myself. These interconnection 

proposals are outcome of stability, network capacity, geography and fault level studies 

carried out with respect to the proposed embedded power plant. 
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Contribution of EG to the national grid earlier was not considerable. However, due to 

the increased number of EG plants in the distribution network, a significant impact of 

these on the system operation has resulted. Special concern is on distribution losses. 

Importance and timeliness of this subject matter and the possibility for the utility to 

optimally utilize EG for its operation, were the basic reasons motivated me for 

selection of the topic of this project. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

In Uva province of CEB the number of embedded generators (mainly small hydro 

plants) connected to its Medium Voltage distribution network is about 15 having total 

installed capacity of 34MW. The No. of embedded generating plants for which the 

Letters Of Intent have been issued is 14 for a capacity of 40MW. 

Distribution development planning in the province is carried out once in every two 

years. Transformer loading, load distribution, voltage levels, line capacities and the 

reliability of the system are the main issues considered in planning. In distribution 

planning, EG is an excluded factor due to no commitment on its reliability and energy 

supply to the system throughout. 

But the presence of embedded generation within the distribution network will 

introduce multidirectional power flows and will have to be considered in all aspects of 

planning. 

Variation of distribution line losses and the transformer load losses in the grid 

substation transformers due to inclusion of EG will be studied. EG causes changes in 

the power demand by the transmission network and in some cases a net contribution 

of power to the transmission network. The cost of generation of a kWh unit using 

central generating plants and EG plant is different. Forecast on cost of generation in 

next few years can he figured out for embedded generation according to its firm tariff. 

But for a kWh unit generated using thermal or mass hydro plants, future cost cannot 

be forecasted unless analyzing past trends, available capacity and forecast on world 

fuel prices. Therefore comparative study of these two generating types and the impact 

on above factors was selected. 

Selection of an existing network, gathering its actual historic data & features, study in 

detail regarding the variation of distribution losses of the same for several allocations 

of EG through power flow analysis thus making a final conclusion that how the EG 
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has contributed for loss minimization and the methods it can be optimally utilized arc 

the basic contents of this problem. 

1.4 Scope of the Project 

• To identify key factors considered in distribution development planning 

• To study on the current & the anticipated contribution of embedded generation 

to the distribution system 

• To study on the factors affecting the reliable operation of embedded power 

plants and its pattern of change. 

• Analysis of past energy data of embedded power plants & distribution system. 

• To run computer simulations in a planning software both including & 

excluding the embedded power plants 

• By analyzing these, to reach a result that will represent the effect of the 

presence of embedded generators in distribution system for loss minimization. 

• To conclude in a way that it can be used as a methodology in distribution 

development planning. 
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